
BIG DATA ANALYTICS

SVA MANAGED SERVICE: BIG DATA

Data is the most valuable resource in today’s economy. As a result, it must be securely 
stored and protected against unauthorized access. Many businesses therefore rightly 
choose the keep their data in house, as this is the only way to ensure the required 
level of security. But there is an alternative: we can help you operate your big data 
platform through software as a service from a highly secure data center in Germany. 

Increasing globalization, dynamic infrastructures and artificial intelligence (AI) are 
fueling exponential growth in data that many companies are struggling to handle. 
This is because as well as constantly requiring more storage capacity, greater quantities 
of data also need modern storage and backup systems. Intelligent big data platforms 
are also called for that meet today’s security standards. 
Responding to these needs requires money and staff, especially for businesses which 
want to manage huge quantities of data in house. 

BIG DATA AS A MANAGED SERVICE 
FROM SVA
Businesses looking to both reduce their 
costs and ensure the utmost level of 
security, reliability and flexibility in data 
management can benefit from SVA’s 
managed service. This operates the big 
data platform from a German cloud. 

We assume full operational responsibili-
ty for your big data systems and provide 
all the necessary resources in a flexible, 
scalable and cost-effective way. 
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Employing more than 1800 staff at 24 sites, SVA is one of the leading system integrators 
in Germany. SVA’s goal is to achieve optimal solutions for customers by combining 
high-quality IT products from various providers with SVA’s project know-how, services 
and flexibility. In addition, SVA offers a number of proprietary software products that 
significantly increase the options for solution design.

SVA FOCUSES ON THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
> Agile IT and software development 
>  Big data analytics and IoT
>  Business continuity
>  Data center infrastructure
> End user computing

>  Enterprise service management
>  IT security
>  Mainframe
>  SAP

PRIVATE OR PUBLIC CLOUD: THE CHOICE IS YOURS  

You decide where your big data platform is operated. You can use Microsoft Azure as a 
public cloud, or SVA’s very own private cloud environment. Both options feature data 
storage in Germany, ensuring maximum security at all times.

HOW YOU BENEFIT

>  You can concentrate on your core business while our experienced specialists look 
after your cloud services 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

>  Our monitoring system proactively detects errors and immediately initiates the right 
troubleshooting process.

>  Guaranteed data storage in Germany. We can operate your services securely in 
 Microsoft Azure or our very own SVA private cloud.
>  We regularly check our services for weak points and react quickly to security 
 warnings, resolving them and reporting proactively.
>  We can connect your site via VPN or can integrate into your existing MPLS, 
 for example. This gives you secure and reliable access to all cloud services.
>  You can deploy your IT specialists where you need them and always keep your 
 services up to date.
>  Optimized processes and a fixed contact partner mean you stay in control.

Would you like to know more about SVA’s big data managed service?
We look forward to hearing from you. 

WHY SVA?
SVA offers comprehensive expertise in 
both big data and cloud infrastructure. 
Our Managed Services team alone in-
cludes over 45 highly qualified colleagues 
committed to delivering great service. 
They work closely together with our 
big data experts to set up sophisticated 
cloud services for our big data clients. 
Our developers, system engineers 
and support specialists work hand in 
hand, and know what it takes to deliver 
successful projects. We document your 
systems, processes and backup proce-
dures in detail. All our services are also 
in line with the GDPR and comply with 
ISO 27001.


